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Abstract
Despite a lack of intent to discriminate, physicians educated in U.S. medical schools and residency programs often take actions that systematically disadvantage minority patients. The approach to assessment of learner performance in medical education can similarly disadvantage minority learners. The adoption of holistic admissions strategies to increase the diversity of medical training programs has not been accompanied by increases in diversity in honor societies, selective residency programs, medical specialties, and medical school faculty. These observations prompt justified concerns about structural and interpersonal bias in assessment. This manuscript characterizes equity in assessment as a “wicked problem” with inherent conflicts, uncertainty, dynamic tensions, and susceptibility to contextual influences. The authors review the underlying individual and structural causes of inequity in assessment. Using an organizational model, they propose strategies to achieve equity in assessment and drive institutional and systemic improvement based on clearly articulated principles. This model addresses the culture, systems, and assessment tools necessary to achieve equitable results that reflect stated principles. Three components of equity in assessment that can be measured and evaluated to confirm success include intrinsic equity (selection and design of assessment tools), contextual equity (the learning environment in which assessment occurs), and instrumental equity (uses of assessment data for learner advancement and selection and program evaluation). A research agenda to address these challenges and controversies and demonstrate reduction in bias and discrimination in medical education is presented.

Increasing diversity in medicine and other health professions improves access and the quality of care provided to minority populations, enhances the educational environment for both minority and majority students, optimizes team-based problem solving, and expands the focus and relevance of medical research. Driven in part by accreditation standards and national organizations, many medical schools and residency programs have successfully used holistic admissions strategies to increase the diversity of their classes. However, similar increases in diversity have not been realized in honor societies, selective residency programs, and medical specialties, and among faculty in U.S. medical schools. Because entry into competitive careers and programs is often dependent on student grades and academic awards, these observations have prompted concerns about whether the assessment practices of medical schools may be subject to structural and interpersonal bias.

Medical schools have a moral responsibility to respond to these concerns about equity in assessment. Assessment guides learning, enables student progress, and impacts career choice and opportunity while also assuring stakeholders of graduates’ competence. Inequitable assessments in medical education perpetuate barriers to advancement and career opportunities for learners from groups underrepresented in medicine (UIM). Even if unfounded, concerns about the possibility of inequitable assessments burden UIM learners and add to the challenging nature of the learning environments in which they are expected to perform.

Equity in assessment meets the definition of a wicked problem. Wicked problems are characterized by conflicts, uncertainty, dynamic tensions, and susceptibility to contextual influences. Many faculty believe that our current approach to teaching and assessing students is defensible, rewarding merit and hard work. Increasingly, others believe that it has been tainted by the same structural racism that has perpetuated a state of educational opportunity and career privilege for populations that have historically constituted the majority of medical students, residents, and faculty. The literature that explores issues of equity in assessment is providing greater clarity into the complexity of the problem but has yet to resolve the fundamental questions about the nature of equity in assessment or propose solutions to observed differences.

Addressing this wicked problem will require concerted work by educators in all medical schools and residency programs. To help catalyze this work, we begin this paper by defining key concepts to establish a shared mental model of equity in assessment. We continue with a review of the literature, exploring concerns about equity in assessment in medical education, and follow with a proposed framework modeled on work in the field of organizational excellence. Finally, we describe challenges and controversies that future research should explore.

What Is Equity in Assessment?
Equity is the state of being fair and achieving social justice. An equitable assessment system thereby
facilitates future educational and career opportunities. Equity in assessment is present when all students have fair and impartial opportunities to learn, be evaluated, coached, graded, advanced, graduated, and selected for subsequent opportunities based on their demonstration of achievements that predict future success in the field of medicine, and that neither learning experiences nor assessments are negatively influenced by structural or interpersonal bias related to personal or social characteristics of learners or assessors. An equitable assessment system should enable both majority and minority learners to learn more and learn better.14

Components of equity in assessment
There are 3 components to equity in assessment: intrinsic equity, contextual equity, and instrumental equity (see Figure 1). Intrinsic equity means that the design of the program of assessment and the assessment tools used minimize bias against groups historically marginalized by the medical profession. Established criteria define high-quality assessment strategies and also inform efforts to achieve equity in assessment. These criteria include: (1) validity or coherence, (2) reproducibility or consistency, (3) equivalence, (4) feasibility, (5) educational effect, (6) catalytic effect, and (7) acceptability.15 Adhering to these criteria guides educators to align curriculum and assessment and to ensure that what is measured reflects what is valued, guides learning, and ensures accountability of the system to patients and the public. When these criteria are not met, inequity in assessment may result. Table 1 summarizes definitions for these criteria and provides an example of how failing to meet them can enable inequity in assessment.

Contextual equity refers to fairness in the learning experience and the environment in which assessment strategies are implemented. Contextual equity includes fairness in: assigned environments and tasks within those environments, support and social structures available within and outside the learning environments, and the preparation of supervisors who implement assessment procedures. These factors impact the climate experienced by learners and, thus, the opportunity learners have to perform and be assessed at their peak abilities.

Equity in assessment in medical education also requires attention to instrumental equity: How results of assessment processes are shared with and used by stakeholders to create equitable opportunities for all, regardless of their social class or personal characteristics. Instrumental equity is present when the results are shared and used in a manner that neither over- nor underpredicts subsequent performance in the context for which assessment was designed (see Table 2).

Intrinsic, contextual, and instrumental equity are process equity values that collectively contribute to equity in assessment outcomes: the opportunities afforded to individuals (such as selection for a prestigious residency) or populations (such as diversity of faculty in academic health systems) based on the consequences of assessment.

Why a focus on psychometric rigor shortchanges equity in assessment in the clinical learning environment
The definition of contextual equity—fairness in the learning environment in which assessment occurs—is inherently challenging in the complex clinical environment. Learners experience different patients, clinical conditions, team dynamics, time constraints, supervisor skill, and other factors. This variability makes the conditions for assessment similarly variable, and in conflict with traditional expectations for tightly controlled, reproducible conditions sought for high-stakes testing. For example, it is entirely feasible to pursue psychometric rigor—reproducible, reliable results that are often touted as “objective”—in the environments of high-stakes national licensing and certification examinations. However, these examinations only measure some aspects of the competencies relevant to physician performance and thus, used alone, have only modest predictive ability for future patient care.16–20 For most competencies other than knowledge, patient care skills are an essential component of the valid and equitable assessment of learner performance. Creating the conditions for equitable assessment of clinical skills has thus far been challenging for medical educators. In the psychometric era of assessment, the major focus on reliability or reproducibility of workplace assessments fueled an assumption that fairness would result if raters were sufficiently trained to provide similar ratings of different levels of learner performance. However, assessment of clinical performance has fallen grossly short of this vision of highly reliable ratings. In fact, more recent literature advocates that we embrace the variability in ratings as a meaningful reflection of the complexity of clinical tasks, contexts, and different supervisors whom learners encounter.21–24 This guidance embraces the importance of contextual equity;
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**Figure 1** Components of Equity in Assessment
clinical assessments, grading, and consistently document population group and faculty careers. These studies explore the question of equity in assessment tools and strategies measure the intended construct and are used for the purpose for which they are intended.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria for high-quality assessment</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Example of inequity resulting from failure to meet this criterion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Validity or coherence</td>
<td>Assessment tools and strategies measure the intended construct and are used for the purpose for which they are intended.</td>
<td>The numeric results of a licensing examination designed to ensure minimal competence in medical knowledge are used for selection for graduate medical training, despite known structural differences in education that favor majority groups on high-stakes examinations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproducibility or consistency</td>
<td>The same assessment yields the same results under a variety of conditions.</td>
<td>Supervisors are observed to rate the clinical skills of non-UIM and men higher than those of UIM and women learners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalence</td>
<td>Information is used similarly across settings or institutions to make assessment decisions.</td>
<td>Clerkship directors, grading committees, program directors, or honor society committees synthesize assessment information in ways that consistently favor non-UIM learners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feasibility</td>
<td>The assessment tool or strategy is practical to implement.</td>
<td>Clinical faculty do not observe UIM learners' unique contributions to the care of UIM patients through language concordance, advocacy, and doctor–patient relationships due to time demands on a busy clinical service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational effect</td>
<td>Assessment methods motivate learners and drive them to focus on certain activities.</td>
<td>UIM learners are aware of the literature and experience documenting lower clinical scores and grades for members of their group and therefore underperform in the clinical environment because of stereotype threat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalytic effect</td>
<td>The effects of assessment results on learners and the system.</td>
<td>A progress committee reviews differences in performance data for UIM and not-UIM learners and concludes that UIM learners may not be qualified for the program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptability</td>
<td>Learners and educators find the assessment tools and procedures to be workable and credible.</td>
<td>UIM learners have a blog that discusses the flaws in assessment of UIM learners in the program.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: UIM, underrepresented in medicine.

failure to consider contextual equity perpetuates inequitable assessment practices, as described below.

Existing Literature: Concerns About Equity in Assessment in Medical Education Are Warranted

Exploration into the question of equity in assessment has begun with multiple studies focused on concepts such as bias, fairness, differences, and differential attainment in assessments used for entry to, progress through, and graduation from medical school and successful competition for residency programs and faculty careers. These studies consistently document population group differences in standardized examinations, clinical assessments, grading, and academic awards between UIM and well-represented in medicine (WRIM) students and residents, differences that virtually always favor WRIM learners. Furthermore, studies have also documented that minor differences in assessment outcomes can have a powerful impact on residency and career opportunities. The recent change to pass/fail scoring for the USMLE Step 1 examination represents a promising strategy to address inequity while maintaining assurance of minimal competence in medical knowledge for licensure.

For both the MCAT and USMLE examinations, students with a broad range of scores are capable of future success in medical school, residency, and physician practice. However, many medical schools (for the MCAT) and residency programs (for the USMLE) choose to restrict the candidates they consider for interviews and admission to those with the highest scores. They cite concerns about need to efficiently screen large numbers of applicants, false beliefs about the predictive ability of minor differences in scores, and pressure from...
leadership to craft a class with the highest exam metrics to increase institutional rankings according to U.S. News & World Report. Given the demonstrated population group differences on these exams, this restriction of opportunity to the highest scorers systematically disadvantages UIM students and presents a barrier to diversifying medical school classes and residency programs.37,45,46

### Population group differences exist in narrative evaluations, grades, and awards

Narrative evaluations and medical school grades are thought to provide a more holistic view of the competencies needed for future success as a medical resident, fellow, or practicing physician. Population group differences also exist in departmental and institutional assessments of students by faculty and administrators. Descriptions of medical students used by faculty in narrative evaluations and letters of recommendation vary by sex, gender, race, and ethnicity. These differences favor White students over non-White students.32

Medical student performance evaluations (MSPEs) are the documents prepared by medical schools to summarize student performance for the purpose of residency selection. In a recent study of MSPEs, White students were more likely to be described with “standout” words such as “best,” “excellent,” and “outstanding” compared with their non-White peers.32 Further, female students were more likely than males to be described as “caring” and “compassionate” and less likely to be described with words that denote intelligence and competence. Another recent study of language in core clerkship evaluations found that evaluators reinforce gender stereotypes through their choice of words. For example, women were more likely than men to be described as “lovely,” while men were more likely to be described as “scientific.”33

Studies have also demonstrated racial and ethnic differences in awarded grades. A single academic medical center recently found that students historically UIM (Black or African American, Hispanic, American Indian/Alaska Native, or Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander) received half as many “honors” grades across all clerkships compared with White students.34 An examination of numeric global assessment rankings in the Standard Letters of Evaluation used to rank list prediction, several domains, including ratings on future success in EM, rank list prediction, and overall applicant ranking.47

Population group differences also arise in selection of students for membership in the Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Society (AOA). AOA membership is predictive of future success in academic medicine, and membership often advantages students in obtaining the most competitive residency positions.39,48,49 Recent studies reveal racial and ethnic disparities in society membership, with Asian medical students being approximately 50% less likely than White students to be selected into AOA. Black medical students are nearly 80% less likely than White students to be elected into AOA, even when accounting for numerous measures of academic achievement including USMLE Step 1 and 2 scores, dual degrees, research productivity, and

### Table 2

**Examples of Challenges to Instrumental Equity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Intended use of assessment information</th>
<th>Instrumental use of assessment information</th>
<th>Inequity resulting from assessment</th>
<th>Consequence of inequity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USMLE Step 1 licensing examination scores</td>
<td>Determination of minimal competence for licensure to practice medicine, to ensure safety of the public</td>
<td>Sorting applicants for residency training into groups who will or will not be invited for interviews</td>
<td>Students from backgrounds underrepresented in medicine are at risk for lower scores due to structural factors throughout their education</td>
<td>UIM students do not match into top residency programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerkship grades</td>
<td>Quantitative ratings and qualitative comments from team members ensure that students have achieved expected competence and inform future learning</td>
<td>Ranking students and sorting students to determine who will receive the highest grades</td>
<td>Bias in quantitative and qualitative ratings favors students who are White; bias exacerbated when faculty providing ratings may comprise a less diverse group than the student population</td>
<td>UIM students are less likely to be elected to the AOA honor medical society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examinations of medical knowledge during clerkships</td>
<td>Assure that all medical students achieve the expected minimum medical knowledge across varied clerkship sites and settings</td>
<td>Numerical data serve as easy, “objective” metrics that can be weighted heavily alongside clinical performance data to rank or sort students into groups for purposes of grade assignments</td>
<td>Medical knowledge contributes more to or drives clinical grade assignments rather than other competencies essential for high-quality patient care</td>
<td>UIM students earn fewer honors in core clerkships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milestone ratings of resident performance</td>
<td>Monitor and support all residents’ developmental trajectory</td>
<td>Qualitative milestone ratings enable ranking of residents</td>
<td>Women residents receive lower milestone ratings than men in certain domains that are traditionally valued as “male” characteristics</td>
<td>Women residents are less likely to be selected for chief resident positions or faculty appointments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: UIM, underrepresented in medicine; AOA, Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Society.
hours dedicated to leadership activities and community service. This disparity suggests that racial and ethnic minority medical students are differentially rewarded for comparable achievement. Some institutions have chosen to suspend membership in AOA because of these concerning observations.

These differences in narrative assessments, clerkship grades, letters of recommendation, and honor society membership impart sustained, negative consequences for both individuals and the profession. In an analysis of U.S. medical school graduates from 2005 to 2015, Black or African American, Hispanic, Asian, and American Indian/Alaskan Native graduates were all less likely than White graduates to secure training positions in graduate medical education (GME), even after accounting for USMLE Step 1 scores. Moreover, the number of Black and Hispanic graduates unplaced in GME after medical school graduation increased throughout the study. Because GME training is requisite for medical licensure, delayed entry or inability to enter a residency program after medical school has substantial economic consequences for students who may also have considerable student debt. The consequences on goals to diversify the profession are clear.

**Potential causes of population group differences in assessment in medical education**

Population group differences exist in medical education assessments between majority and racial, ethnic, and gender minorities; they constrain individuals’ opportunities and contribute to challenges in diversifying the profession. It is tempting to seek a simple explanation to this problem. Some have argued that the mere existence of population group differences in assessment confirms overt bias and discrimination in the assessment process. Certainly, some assessments may be poorly designed, and some assessors may be consistently biased. Others have posited that population group differences reflect differential aptitude within affected populations. Indeed, within any medical school, different students from many different social groups and identities demonstrate different aptitudes for and interest in various specialties. If the origins of this problem resided with individual learner or assessor performance, we would not expect to see the same results in studies done at different institutions with different assessment methods. The universality and consistency of differences advantaging those from groups WRIM suggest that systematic forces are likely operational.

As with other wicked problems, solving the problem of inequity in assessment requires a broader view of possible causes and potential solutions. The social–ecological model used in public health recognizes that individual outcomes must be considered in the context of broader organizational and social systems.

Applying this model to the issue of equity in assessment provides insights into possible causes of observed population group differences and illustrates the need to plan interventions at multiple levels (see Figure 2).

Our working definition of equity in assessment can be used to test institutional systems for their potential contributions to inequity in assessment. Equity in assessment is present when students have equitable opportunities to: learn (contextual equity); be evaluated, coached (assessment for learning); be graded, advanced, graduated (assessment of learning); and be selected for subsequent opportunities based on demonstrated achievements that predict future success in medicine (instrumental, assessment for ranking) and that neither learning experiences nor assessments are influenced by structural or interpersonal bias related to personal or social characteristics of the learner, assessor, or context of the assessment. Inequity in
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**Figure 2** The socioecological model applied to medical education: Examples of decisions at multiple social system levels that impact equity in assessment. Abbreviations: UIM, underrepresented in medicine; SOGI, sexual orientation and gender identity.
assessment exists if these conditions are not met. Supplemental Digital Appendix 1 at http://links.lww.com/ACADMED/B18 summarizes examples of inequity in each of these domains relevant to assessment.

It is vital to consider contextual equity, even though it may not be under the direct control of educators who design programmatic assessment strategies. If work is done to optimize equity in intrinsic and instrumental assessment procedures and policies without addressing challenges in the learning environment that systematically disadvantage one population and not others, then inequity in assessment outcomes will remain. Case studies outlined in Supplemental Digital Appendix 2 at http://links.lww.com/ACADMED/B18 illustrate how the elements of inequity impact learners in the clinical learning environment.

Population group differences may occur for reasons other than inequity or bias. Population group differences may exist because one population is consistently more likely to demonstrate the characteristics valued and measured by the assessment process. Wijesekera and colleagues identified that women were more than twice as likely as men to be inducted into the Gold Humanism Honor Society (GHHS), with criteria emphasizing empathy and patient centeredness. Our working definition of equity in assessment is a lens to explore the question of whether one population group is consistently more likely to demonstrate the characteristics valued or whether the selection process is inequitable. Do women have more empathy and patient centeredness than men (individual aptitude and achievement)? Are the ways that men demonstrate empathy and patient centeredness equally captured by assessors and/or by the assessment method (intrinsic equity)? Do men and women have equal opportunity to receive coaching (context and assessment for learning) in the expected ways to demonstrate these traits? Does the assessment context allow men and women equal opportunities to demonstrate these traits (context and conduct of learning)? And finally, an organizational value statement: Are these traits important enough to future physicians to be measured and used to differentiate among individuals (intrinsic and instrumental equity)? This example both highlights the importance of antecedent institutions, cultures, and experiences that shape men and women students differently and may lead to true differences in demonstration of these traits while also raising valid questions about assessment strategies. How the GHHS responds to these findings will reflect, embody, and ultimately promote institutional values.

A Framework for Equitable Assessment in Medical Education

Drawing on insights from the literature on equity and fairness in medical education assessments, hypotheses for why disparities in assessment exist in medical education assessment, and theories supporting high-quality assessment, we propose a framework for considering equity in assessment. This framework is based on the Shingo model for organizational excellence, which recognizes that effective organizations begin their improvement work from a purpose-driven and principled platform and then move to shape the culture, build the systems, and select the tools that can achieve the results that reflect those principles. List 1 outlines principles that guide application of the Shingo model to equity in assessment.

Guiding principles

Because results of assessments at any given institution will be used by multiple institutions and organizations (residency and fellowship programs, licensing and certifying boards, hospital credentialing units, professional societies, and governmental authorities), a model for equity in assessment in medical education must transcend program and institutional borders. Thus, successfully achieving equity in assessment in medical education requires a nationwide, collective commitment to advance equity as an essential element in our work in health care and medical education.

The aim of all assessment in medical education is to ensure that every graduate of schools and training programs has demonstrated the competencies needed to provide high-quality, patient-centered, equitable care for all patients. This purpose must drive the design, implementation, and continuous improvement of the culture of medicine and medical education; the systems and strategies we use to assess, grade, promote, graduate, and certify learners; and the tools we select to implement our strategies.

Culture

Culture represents an organization’s norms, expectations, beliefs, and values. Cultural norms are both explicit and tacit and are reflected in the behaviors exhibited and rewarded by individuals in the organization. Climate is the individual experience of culture.

Achieving a culture that supports equity and inclusion requires recalibration of long-standing beliefs about how we define, develop, and recognize excellence in medicine. In the 21st century, the team-based delivery model needed to provide care for patients with complex chronic diseases requires that all team members be excellent. Therefore, what matters to the health of our patients and communities is not how good the very best physician is, but how good every physician is. This view aligns well with equity in assessment. Our culture of assessment must embrace the belief that all learners can and must grow and develop throughout their medical careers, aided by systems and other professionals committed to supporting this growth. Our focus must be to design assessments to ensure every graduate exceeds the competency thresholds necessary for safe, high-quality patient care, rather than to identify the top 10% of a graduating class.

Systems of assessment

Systems must be designed to support intrinsic equity in assessment. Educators must engineer systems that explicitly articulate criteria for assessment, equalize the learning opportunities, provide formative feedback for all learners, minimize the deleterious impact of unconscious bias of any individual evaluator on a learner’s grades, and recognize and reward growth rather than performance mindset. While little empirical data guide the design of equitable programs of assessment, 2 current frameworks for assessment align with and can support development of equitable programs of assessment: competency-based medical education (CBME) and programmatic assessment focused on equity. These approaches have the potential to minimize unconscious bias in individuals and groups that
List 1
**Achieving Equity in Assessment: A Model Based on the Shingo Model of Organizational Excellence**

**Guiding principles:**
- The purpose of medical education is to prepare a physician workforce capable of and committed to providing high-quality, safe, and equitable care to our increasingly diverse patients and communities.
- The purpose of assessment in medical education is to ensure that medical education fulfills our social contract by ensuring that all who graduate from a school or training program have the competencies needed to provide excellent and equitable care to all patients.

**A culture committed to equity in assessment values:**
- Diversity, equity, and inclusion as drivers of a high-quality health care system.
- Equity as an essential characteristic of high-functioning learning and assessment systems.
- Excellence in all individuals and teams as defined by achievements in the comprehensive set of competencies that are required to provide high-quality patient care.
- A commitment to growth and improvement as an essential requirement for sustained excellence over the course of a career.

**Equitable systems and programs of learning and assessment:**
- Are centrally designed and continuously monitored for evidence of equity, using contemporary theories of assessment and learning.
- Focus on structures and processes that optimize intrinsic equity by mitigating the impact of unconscious bias by individuals and groups in assessment for learning, including:
  - explicit criteria by which achievements are assessed, rather than relying on normative criteria
  - a diversity of assessment strategies and metrics to validly assess the breadth of competencies needed for physicians to provide excellent care
  - preparation of all supervisors who assess learners and the learners themselves to have a clear understanding of assessment procedures and desired competency attainment criteria
  - strategies that ensure that all students receive frequent, actionable, formative assessment before summative, high-stakes decisions are made
- Focus on structures and processes that optimize intrinsic equity by mitigating the impact of unconscious bias by individuals and groups in assessment of learning, including:
  - Summative decisions about competency achievement are based on evidence collected from multiple observers who interact with the learner in a wide range of clinical contexts, with a diversity of patients.
  - Summative decisions about competency achievement are made by committees of diverse individuals, expert in assessment procedures and data analysis, and educated about the ramifications of unconscious bias and dysfunctional group think.
- Focus on structures and processes that optimize contextual equity, including:
  - Curricular environments that afford all learners with the opportunity to learn while participating in clinical situations of varying complexity to optimize their chance of maximizing their achievements.
  - Learning environments designed and monitored to address bias, stereotype threat, unmeasured workload, and other causes of inequitable learning that contribute to inequitable assessment.
  - Faculty work assignments and promotion criteria that enable and incentivize them to dedicate the time and effort needed to optimize assessment for learning.
- Advocate for structures and processes that support instrumental equity and equity in assessment outcomes.

**Tools that facilitate equity in assessment include:**
- Criterion-based competency descriptions.
- Assessment strategies that incorporate qualitative and quantitative data selected for their ability to predict future performance as a physician, rather than on ease of collection or interpretation.
- Faculty development and just-in-time tools that allow faculty and learners to understand and embrace roles and expectations in learning and assessment.
- Workflow, work assignment, and technologic strategies that support and reward supervisors to use direct observation of learner performance (with patients, on rounds, during chart review) to gather evidence and make formative judgments about competency of a given learner.
- Coaching strategies to enhance a learner’s ability to understand and act upon feedback.
- Strategies and technologies to collect and display data on learner progress for use by learners and their coaches and supervisors.

**Results that indicate equity in assessment include evidence that:**
- Process indicators:
  - Assessment procedures are fully aligned with a clear understanding of their benefits and limitations in predicting future performance.
  - Assessment strategies are employed to increase educational and career opportunities for all learners and only function to prevent these opportunities when their rigor is unquestioned.
  - Assessment data are used as intended and not for situations for which their relevance is unproven.
  - Programs routinely investigate issues of validity, fairness, and equity in their programs of assessment and work to minimize population group differences that unfairly disadvantage any particular group.
- Outcome indicators:
  - Population group differences in educational and career opportunities for groups underrepresented in medicine are eliminated.
Contribute to inequities in assessment and assessment outcomes.

CBME defines desired outcomes of medical education and outlines the expected trajectory of competency achievement using milestones. Assessment in CBME is based on the belief that all individuals on the continuum of medical school into independent practice are continuing to learn and grow. In contrast, traditional approaches to assessment focus not on supporting growth but on identifying learners with shortcomings. This deficit approach disproportionately disadvantages UIM learners and misses the opportunity to use assessment information to foster a growth mindset in all learners. From a learning perspective, a focus on identifying struggling learners typically contradicts a developmental focus in which all learners are assumed to have areas in need of development and to be continuously learning and growing. Any learner with less exposure or less rigorous premedical training, scenarios that disproportionately affect UIM learners, is particularly vulnerable to being labeled a struggling learner. Once this label is applied, the learner suffers the consequences, both personally and professionally.

Programmatic assessment focused on equity strives for a holistic, well-rounded view of individual learners and their trajectory. This aim is achieved by collecting and analyzing many samples of learners' work in multiple different contexts. In addition to quantitative data, qualitative assessments, such as narrative descriptors of performance, provide information about the nuances of performance that can guide learner improvement and contribute to rigorous decisions about learner competence.

For further support of equity, programmatic assessment includes systems that rely on committees rather than individuals to make high-stakes, summative decisions about advancement and graduation. Three critical elements of optimal committee structure and function can advance equity: group membership, data management, and decision-making procedures. A group invites opportunity for the "wisdom of the crowd," armed with a large number of data points, to draw on a diversity of opinions to make well-considered decisions. Diverse groups outperform individuals or homogeneous groups because members strengthen the quality of decisions made. Training about common biases brings awareness of the human vulnerability for cognitive shortcuts and personal preferences that can shortchange every learner's opportunity for fair assessment. The quality of data available and ease of accessing well-organized information strengthen group decision making. Absent well-rounded data from multiple sources, group members may default to making decisions based on impressions or limited data, a process that again introduces risk for bias. Finally, structured procedures for data review and group discussions help ensure that all learners are evaluated based on the totality of information available.

Systems must be designed to address contextual equity. Achieving equity in assessment outcomes requires attention to contextual equity. Both curricula and programs of assessment are highly dependent on other institutional systems, specifically those that orchestrate patient care and faculty support for teaching and learning. Educators who design systems of assessment must work with other leaders in academic health systems to optimize the learning environment for minority learners.

Systems must be designed to address instrumental equity and equity in assessment outcomes. Accreditors ( Liaison Committee on Medical Education and Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education) and leaders of organizations that collect and use assessment data ( National Resident Match Program, certifying boards) can support equity in assessment by designing systems of data presentation that align with principles of equity and by holding educational institutions and leaders accountable for using assessment data only for intended purposes.

Tools

Tools are the technologies, processes, incentives, and disincentives employed by individuals within the system to achieve desired results. Tools used in equitable assessment are selected to support and operationalize system priorities. Tools include evidence-seeking tools (direct observation of and discussion with learners about interactions with patients, clinical reasoning, and written work products), data display tools, data analytic tools, faculty development tools, and communication tools.

Results

Results are the measurable outcomes that demonstrate and affirm the assessment model's guiding principles. Outcomes serve an essential feedback mechanism for refining the tools and systems engineered to achieve the desired results. Results reinforce the culture of the institution, organization, or professional medical education community.

To fulfill our commitment to advancing equity in health care delivery and in medical education, individuals, institutions, and national organizations must commit to striving for the results outlined in List 1. Adhering to equity principles and evidence-based strategies for assessment does not guarantee that any given institution will avoid all population group differences in their classes. The small sample size of a given class and variability of student interest and aspirations from year to year may make a goal of eliminating any differences unfeasible. Instead, a better indicator that equity in assessment in medical education has been achieved will be the absence of national-level disparities for populations of learners from groups that are historically URM or that have been marginalized by medicine.

Research Agenda

The above proposed model for equity in assessment demands commitment to addressing inequities that have pervaded the medical education system. A robust research agenda to guide the collection of needed evidence demonstrating reduction in bias and discrimination is outlined below.

Research into intrinsic equity in assessment

Learner assessment: While much has been written about obstacles and barriers to success for UIM learners, the antideficit lens takes a different approach by drawing focus to the strengths and characteristics that position UIM learners for success. Harper's rigorous work used an antideficit lens to describe the factors that contributed to success rather than the shortcomings of Black men preparing
for and pursuing college education. This approach can serve as a model for studying the motivations, performance features, and individual and institutional characteristics that set UIM learners up for success.89

Educators will benefit from rigorous studies that explicate the characteristics of learner trajectories that predict success in practice. Educators can then determine which assessment methods can capture valid data about favorable learner trajectories and, thus, shift focus away from normative assessment methods.

**Research into contextual equity in assessment**

Learner experience: Understanding the influential aspects of the learning environment for UIM learners empowers researchers to examine relationships between the environment, learner satisfaction, and achievement to inform improvements that address any structural barriers impeding UIM learners’ opportunities to maximize their achievement.89 Another approach, with a focus on person, social, physical, and organizational elements of the learning environment, is Gruppen’s framework, which holds potential for evaluating unique experiences of UIM learners and proposing solutions to address experiences that are counter to growth.71

The current configuration of the clinical learning environment, with dual aims to optimize both education and patient care, creates tensions that deserve investigation to find solutions. Further research is needed into systems and structures that foster meaningful relationships and trust between learners and supervisors, particularly those who may be of different backgrounds or identities, in a rotational model of medication education. This work must include a focus on optimizing organizational culture and climate. An organization may espouse diversity and inclusivity, but struggle to change long-standing ideologies of senior members or minimize microaggressions; evidence-based strategies for intervening on these problems are needed.

**Research on instrumental equity in assessment**

Selection of learners for positions in training programs is another aspect of learner assessment deserving of further research due to potential for conscious or unconscious bias to influence decision making. Current evidence examining admissions to health professions training programs comprises mainly single-institution studies but encouragingly shows that, in general, interventions are effective at diversifying class composition.72 Further research is needed through multicenter, longitudinal studies to demonstrate effective approaches to not only selection but also academic support to ensure that UIM and other diverse learners achieve success in health professions careers. Research efforts must acknowledge tensions in assessment.73 For example, the tension between assessment for learning vs assessment for ranking and selection remains central in discussions regarding equity in assessment.

**Research on preparation of faculty for their roles supporting equity in assessment**

Faculty development: Studies demonstrate the negative effects of physicians’ implicit bias on their patients6; similar bias exists in evaluation of medical learners.30 Research is needed to understand how to intervene and measure the benefits of faculty development to conduct high-quality assessment that minimizes the risks of bias.

**Research into equity in assessment outcomes**

Evidence is needed to confirm whether and how equitable assessment practices produce better outcomes for learners and the patients they serve. For example, interventions to enhance providers’ cultural competency, though well-intentioned, do not all achieve desired outcomes.75 Research is needed to examine what approaches to assessment optimize UIM learners’ pursuit of careers in any and all specialties and settings as well as in academic careers.

**Research into assessment for program evaluation**

Counteracting inequity and bias in assessment requires a programmatic approach with careful attention to program evaluation. A realist approach to program evaluation meets these needs not only by asking what interventions work or don’t work but also by considering the context of the interventions. Put simply, realist evaluation asks: “What works for whom in what circumstances, and why?” 76 Understanding the context allows other programs to consider the feasibility and applicability of interventions to their own context.

**Challenges and Unintended Consequences**

Any discussion of equity assessment creates unease for many and confronts the notion of merit. Termed “the foundational myth” of U.S. society, merit is thought to be a property of the individual, his (sic) work ethic and intrinsic talents.77 Merit is Horatio Alger’s alone—not a property of a social group or a parental legacy. Rivera’s research, for example, describes how cultural capital enables children of the elite to: perform better in interviews and receive more coaching before interviews; have childhood experiences that allow for more bonding and mirroring with decision makers; have mistakes discounted (vs students for whom mistakes confirm stereotypes); and otherwise exhibit the fit, drive, skills, and talents necessary to secure a highly competitive job.78 Challenging the existence of a true meritocracy remains an uphill battle.

Another challenge to discussions of equity assessment is the link to bias; many educators reject the notion of unconscious bias. Equity in assessment is about ensuring that we assess all learners for the skills, knowledge, and competencies required to care for their patients. Finally, no system of assessment will do away with group differences due to social inequities. In part, that is because elites adapt. The SAT test was developed to offer talented youth opportunities to elite colleges. Its developers never dreamed that test prep services would follow. Because the drive for equity in assessment is linked to equity in learning and opportunities that derive from social inequities, it must be a process of continuous quality improvement.

**Conclusion**

We have surveyed issues of equity in assessment, distinguishing various forms of assessment and various aspects of inequity. Informed by the evidence base
on inequity in assessment, this manuscript puts forth a framework for optimizing assessment to achieve equity. Key issues underlying debates on equity serve as the agenda for ongoing needed research and practice improvement to achieve equity in assessment that will ultimately improve patients’ health. Individual medical schools can begin seeking solutions to the wicked problem of equity in assessment by working locally to design and continuously improve our learning and patient care ecosystems and by joining together to make equity in health professions education a national workforce priority.
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